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The purpose of the thesis, Biologically Inspired Object Categorization system, is to 
provide an automatic system to classify the real-world images into categories. Generally, 
computer algorithms classify objects with much lower efficiency than human. Furthermore, 
some images with complex features such as cat and dog faces are difficult to be classified by 
ordinary computer algorithms. Therefore, the simulation of the structure and process of a 
mammalian’s visual cortex is created, which functions similarly to a human’s visual cortex, by 
using a computer.   
In this paper, I am presenting a biologically inspired neural network system which processes 
the images in a hierarchical order, starting from emulation of the retina cells to the virtual 
cortex. The goal of the network is to recognize objects in images which serve to answer the 
“what” objects that are in the scene. “What” is one of the pathways the brain recognizes of an 
object, aside from the ‘where’ pathway. The system can be used in many applications such as 









Object recognition is a process for determining the identities and the locations of 
objects that are present in a specific environment.  As humans, our recognition systems 
perceive light signals that reflect from objects surrounding us through the eyes and understand 
the objects by using knowledge, experience and intelligence. This ability is a very simple task 
for human. The system can recognize most objects surrounding us easily.  As computers, the 
object recognition systems receive the input information by taking a single image or a 
sequence of images and determining the objects by algorithms. However, the computer’s 
object recognition is not an easy job and the results are not as good as human. For this reason, 
the question we ask is; “how do our recognition systems work?” 
Our ability for object recognition has been studied for a long time. We try to 
understand this incredible visual ability and how we process this visual information. Since the 
early 1900s, questions about the limits of human visual capacity were explored to be defined by 
many researchers. This research about the capacity can be separated into two fields relating to 
human vision. One is how we perceive the information in a psychological way and the other is 
how the information is processed in the brains in a physiological way. 
In the psychological aspect, Gestalt, a psychologist in the period 1920-1950, proposed 
the answer to the question: what is the ability of humans to recognize an object. His works 
show that humans can recognize an object in many presentations. The object may be presented 
in small or large sizes, rotated point of views or various locations, while our recognition 
systems still recognize it as the same object. This phenomenon is called isomorphism (Koffka, 
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1935) or shape consistency (Palmer, 1983). Isomorphism can be generalized into four cases  
according to Duetsch (1955): 
1. Scale invariance is the ability to recognize an object even though it presents 
to our eyes with different sizes. 
2. Rotation invariance is the ability to recognize an object in different 
orientations of three dimensional spaces. 
3. Position invariance is the ability to recognize an object in different positions 
appeared to our eyes. 
4. Sense invariance is the ability to recognize an object in the mirror image of 
the actual object. 
 
These four types of object representations are widely accepted as the common 
capacities of the human’s object recognition. 
In the physiological aspect, the recognition system is described as a biological system 
receiving the light signal (stimulus) reflecting from objects via the retina. Then, the light 
signals will be encoded and sent for processing in the visual cortex, which is the visual 
processing unit in the brain. The model of the processing in the retina was described by 
Stephen Kuffler (1953). His work shows the model of the response of the retina to the 
stimulus, especially the ganglion cells in the retina. He found that there are two types of 
responses from the ganglion cells, on-centers and off-centers response. On-centers respond to 
the stimulus with a positive effect (excitatory) in the center of the cells, and the area 
surrounding the center responds to the stimulus with a negative effect (inhibitory). In contrast, 
off-center responds to the stimulus with a negative effect in the center and a positive effect in 
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the surrounding area. The process of on-off responses is to encode the light signal before 
transmitting the signal to be further processed. Later, this model was described by a 
mathematic model. The response of each cell is represented by using the equation of the 
difference between two Gaussian functions which is also known as the Difference of Gaussians 
or DoG (Enroth-Cugell & Robson, 1966). 
After the stimulus is processed in the retina, this encoded light signal is sent to the 
deeper processing unit, which is called the visual cortex system. The early research about this 
system was proposed by Hubel and Weisel (1962). They first explored the structure and the 
function of the visual cortex in cats. Their results show that the primary visual cortex of a cat is 
arranged into layers, and that each layer consists of two types of cells, simple cells and complex 
cells. The functions of these cells are much more complex than ganglion cells in the retina. The 
simple cells respond to the geometric features such as edges, lines, and corners. Similarly, the 
complex cells respond to the same features as the simple layer. However, the complex cells 
react to a wider responding area than simple cells. The model of the simple cells is widely 
accepted as the model of the primary visual cortex (V1). The model of the simple and complex 
cells is widely accepted as the model of the secondary visual cortex (V2). 
During the final step of visual processing, the entire visual signal will stimulate the 
neurons in the brain.  The neurons fire and modify their synapses that connect with other 
neurons surrounding them. The synaptic modifications form the process of learning in our 
brains. The process was first introduced by Donald Hebb in 1949. His work is not directly 
related to object recognition, but he showed a fundamental rule of learning and information 
processing in our brain.  This rule is called the Hebbian learning rule (Hebb, 1949). The rule 
defines the model of the strength modification of a synapse between two neurons in the brain 
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after the neurons receive a stimulus from an environment. If two neurons are repeatedly being 
activated at the same time, the synapse connections between them will strengthen. This 
Hebbian learning rule becomes the primary influence for the computational model of 
biological learning until now. 
In this thesis, I propose the model of object recognition by using both psychological 
and physiological aspects. The structure of the model is implemented based on the biological 
visual system, retina and V1 and V2, which are the main parts of our recognition system. Also, 
the model tries to mimic the abilities of human recognition which is by understanding the 
objects in many different presentations by Koffa’s isomorphism definition. In addition, the 
learning process of the model is a modification of Hebbian’s learning rule to recognize objects. 
All details about the model are represented in the following chapters.    
 
1.3. Related Work 
One of the early models of the visual system was implemented by Fukushima in the 
1980s. This model is called Neocognitron (1980, 1982, and 1983). The main purpose of this 
system is to recognize English and numeric hand writing characters. The model can mimic the 
common abilities of object recognition; scale, position, and rotation. Also, the system can 
recognize overlapping characters. The idea of Neocognitron’s architecture is derived from the 
research of Hubel and Weisel. The network is composed of four main layers connecting 
together by synaptic weights. Each layer of Neocognitron is composed of simple cells, complex 
cells and inhibitory cells processed together to classify the characters. The learning process of 
the Neocognitron can be both supervised and unsupervised. Both supervised and unsupervised 
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learning use the same idea of extracting the features from input characters which is a 
convolution network or a weight-sharing network. For supervised learning, a supervisor has to 
select certain training features on which to train weights in each layer of the network. The 
simple features such as curves and lines are selected to train in the first layer and more complex 
features are selected to train in higher layers.  The mathematic detail about supervised learning 
can be found in Fukushima (1980). For unsupervised learning, the system is trained by using a 
self-organizing map (Kohonen, 1982). The weights of the system will be initialized randomly 
and the cell that has the highest responding value to a given feature will be selected to train.   
  Another advancement of the model of the object recognition system was introduced by 
Riesenhuber and Poggio (Riesenhuber and Poggio, 2004). The model expands the 
Neocognitron, but instead of recognizing handwritten characters; it recognizes artificial 
paperclips and three-dimensional computer-rendered objects (Riesenhuber and Poggio, 2004). 
The idea of this model comes from the research of the recognition system in macaque 
inferotemporal cortex (IT). They found that IT is a very important unit for recognizing 
complex objects such as faces  (Ungerleider and Haxby, 1994) and plays an essential role for 
the response to the stimulus with position and scale invariance. The main architecture of this 
model uses the same concept of the simple cells and the complex cells as the Neocognitron. 
However, the model is extended by the addition of new processing units called View-Turned 
Units (VTUs) and a new processing operation named MAX operation. The VTUs are high 
level processing parts which simulate the macaque inferotemporal cortex (Logothetis et al., 
1993). Similarly, The MAX operation is believed to be a main operating mechanism for object 
recognition in visual cortex (Kandel, Schwartz, & Jessell, pp. 515-520). Later on, this MAX-
operation model was modified by changing the MAX operation to HMAX operation (Sierra, 
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Riesenhuber, 2004) which makes more it efficient for the invariance recognition than MAX 
model. 
 Heiko Wersing and Edgar Korner developed a model of recognition that extends a 
weight-sharing hierarchical network by using neural coding to improve the ability of 
recognition. The neural coding that they used is called sparse coding (Olshausen and Field, 
1997) which can be found in the V1 area of the mammalian brain. The purpose of this coding 
is for decomposition of the object’s complex features. The structure and the function of the 
model is quite similar to the Neocognitron and MAX model, which is a hierarchical network 
consisting of layers with the simple cells and complex cells in each layer.  The model was 
trained to recognize three-dimensional objects with different rotations. The result of the 
rotated recognition is very good in comparing to other methods. Moreover, the model can 
perform face classification with high accuracy.  
 Wallis and Rolls (1997) and Rolls and Milward (2000) introduced a VisNet model for 
invariance recognition. The VisNet is a hierarchical neural network with four processing layers 
and one pre-processing layer. The learning of the model is based on the trace learning rule 
(Foldiak 1991),a modification of Hebbian’s learning rule, and the competitive activities. The 
model was trained to recognize human faces with different orientations and English alphabets 
with translation invariance. The trace rule in this system can perform very well with respect to 







The overall system’s architecture is illustrated in Figure 1. The system consists of three 
parts working together to classify an input image. The first part is a preprocessing component. 
In this part, the system extracts some important features from raw image data. The Gabor 
filters have been used for extracting the features with different orientations and frequencies. 
The second part of the system is Feature Extraction Neural Network (FENN) which is similar 
to VisNet (Stringer and Rolls, 2002). This part receives input data from the preprocessor 
component and differentiates them into categories by using adaptive learning rule, called trace 
Hebbian learning rule or trace rule (Foldiak 1991, Wallis 1996, Rolls and Milward 2000). 
 
Figure 1. The overall system’s architecture (Peerasathien, Woo, and Gaborski, 2007). 
  
The last part of the system is a classifier network, a back-propagation neural network. 
The goal of this network is to classify the output from the feature extraction network. The 
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input neurons of the classifier network are connected to the neurons in the fourth layer of the 























Figure 2. The diagram of the process of the preprocessor component (Peerasathien, Woo, and 
Gaborski). 
The preprocessor component is the first processing component of the system. When 
the input image is fed to the preprocessor, the preprocessor will rescale the image into 128 
pixels by 128 pixels and convert the image to gray scale color.  Then, the preprocessor will 
extract features in different orientations by using 16 different Gabor filters. The filters consist 
of 4 different orientations, 0, 45, 90, 135 degrees and 4 different frequencies, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 
for each orientation. The equation of the Gabor filters shows below; 
2 ( ' ')( , , , , ) exp( ) sin( ')
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' cos( ) sin( )
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where x and y are the position in x-axis and y-axis, freq is the frequency of the filter, θ  is an 
orientation degree of the filter and σ  is the standard deviation. The examples of the extracted 
features from Gabor filter in a 128x128x16 are shown in Figure 4. 
 
Figure 3. 16 Gabor Filters for extracting features in the preprocessing component (Red color 
shows the positive values and blue color shows negative values) 
Freq\θ 0 45 90 135 
0.6 
    
0.7 
    
0.8 
    
0.9 
    
 
Figure 4. The examples of extracting features by using 16 different Gabor filters. 
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After Gabor processing, the system merges these extracted features together into one 
large plane. The size of the plane is 512 x 512 pixels (128 x 4 = 512). The example of the plane 
shows below (Figure 5). In the final step, these extracted images are normalized to [0-1] and 
sent as an input to the Feature Extraction Neural network 
 
 
Figure 5. The example of the merging features in the preprocessor component 
 
2.1.2 Feature Extraction Neural Network (FENN) 
The Feature Extraction Neural Network is a hierarchical neural network consisting of 
four layers. The layers process the information in different complexity from the simple 
features in the first layer to more complex features in higher layers. Each layer of the network 
contains 32x32 neurons with synapses (connections) from each neuron to other neurons in 
previous layers (the neurons in the first layer connect to the preprocessor component). The 
neurons and the synapses represent the structure of the brain which was first introduced by 
McCulloch and Pitts in 1943. Every neuron has ability to modify their own synapses to learn 
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different functional tasks. The method of the synaptic modification that has been used in the 
network is trace learning rule. The detail about this rule will be discussed in the Mathematic 
Model of Trace rule section. 
 
2.2. Model of FENN Connection 
 
Figure 6. The structure of the connections in FENN (Peerasathien, Woo, and Gaborski). 
 
The connections of the FENN are determined by three parameters. The parameters are 
the areas of the synaptic connections, the distributions of the synaptic connections and the 
number of the connections for each neuron. As far as we know, the FENN network consists of 
four layers and each layer contains 32x32 neurons. Each neuron from the higher layer has 
connections from itself to the cells in the previous layer. The area of the connection of the 
neuron connecting to the previous layer is limited by a constant diameter for each layer that a 
neuron resides. The diameters of the connecting area are increasing from the lower layer to the 
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higher layer. The reason for increasing the size of the connection area is to make processing 
information convergence in the highest layer. The structure of the connection area can be 
found in Figure 7. The parameter of the diameters of each layer can be found in Table 1. 
 
Figure 7. Example of the diameters of the connections between each layer.  
 
In addition to the boundaries of the connection limited, but also the distribution of the 
connections and the number of connections are also limited by some specific parameters. The 
distributions of the connections are based on Gaussian probability distribution. The 
distribution that I used is normal Gaussian distribution (σ = 1). Therefore, most connections 
are focused in the middle and lesser connections spread to the boundary of the area. The 
example in Figure 8 shows the relationship between the Gaussian distribution of the 




Figure 8. Example of the relation between the positions of the neurons and the Gaussian 
distribution of the connections. Furthermore, we must be considered as the number of the 
connections varies from layer to layer. The number of the connections in each layer used can 
be found in Table 1.  
 Diameter of the 
connection area  
The number of synaptic 
connections in an area 
Layer 1 12 272 
Layer 2 12 150 
Layer 3 18 150 
Layer 4 24 150 
 
Table1. The parameters for the synaptic connections in FENN 
 
2.2.1 Feature Extraction Network Process 
 The idea of Feature Extraction Network process is derived from Hebb’s hypothesis of 
the leaning (Hebb, 1949) and competitive learning rule. These learning rules are based on the 
real biological neuron processing and learning, with visual signal information. The process for 
Feature Extraction Network will be in the next section. 
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2.2.1.1 Initialization Process 
In the beginning state, the synaptic connections in the FENN are created and randomly 
connected to the neurons in the previous layer. All synaptic connections are created with 
weight values to represent their strength. The connection’s weights are initialized to the 
connecting area randomly (based on connection diameters and the Gaussian distribution) and 
normalized (for each neuron) to range between [0 1]. The weight normalizing procedure is to 
ensure that the strength of the synaptic connection does not increase to infinite values. After 
that, the FENN is ready to be trained for object categorization. 
 
2.2.1.2 Training Process 
 The training process is the procedure to adjust all synaptic connection’s weights in the 
entire FENN. The purpose of the weights adjustments is to make the network differentiate 
images from different categories. This process can be divided into two sub-processes which 
consist of activation computation, and updating computation. The training process starts by 
feeding a training image to the system and on which the system will perform activation 
computation. This activation computation will leave some hint values which will be referred to 
as output values, for each neuron. Then, the system will perform updating computation. The 
system will use the output values, from the activation computation, and update all the 
connection’s weights. The activation and the weights updating process are described below. 
2.2.1.2a. Activation 
 In the activation part, the process begins with all neurons in the first layer receiving 
input signals from the retina plane via the corresponding synaptic connections.  The neurons 
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will perform mathematic operations (will be described more in Mathematic model of 
Activation) to find output signals. After all the neurons in the first layer have produced their 
output signals, these neurons will pass these signals as the inputs to the second layer. The 
second layer will perform the mathematic operations (just as same as) in the first layer and 
send the output signals to its succeeding layer and so on. The process of forwarding signals will 
continue until all the neurons in the fourth layer produce their output signals. 
 
I. Mathematic Model of Activation  
  According to the Feature Extraction Network architecture, we know that each neuron 
in the previous layer has some synaptic connections with the neurons in the current layer. 
Output signals from the neurons in a previous layer are sent through these synaptic 
connections to the current layer. When the signals are sent from the neurons in the previous 
layer to the neurons in the current layer, these signals (output signal from the previous layer) 
perform linear combinations which is defined by 
 
Figure 9.  The diagram of connection of the neurons 
                                  
( ) ( ) ( 1)
0





v n w n y n−
=
= ⋅∑                                             (1) 
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where  is the activation value for neuron j at time n, is the synaptic weights 
connecting neuron i (previous layer) to neuron j (current layer),
( )jv n ( )jiw n
( )iy n  is the output signal from 
neuron i in previous layer and m is the number of connections of neuron j in the current layer l. 
(the parameter of m in each layer can be found in Table1). 
 After completely finding all activation values for all neurons in the layer, the system 
performs the “Local Lateral Inhibition” operation. This operation will inhibit some neuron’s 
activation values and vise versa, enhance some neuron’s activation values. The purpose of the 
operation is to prevent too many neurons from receiving input from a similar part of the 
preceding layer responding to the same activity patterns (Rolls and Milward, 2000). The local 
lateral inhibition is applied to the neuron’s activations by convoluting with a local lateral 
inhibition filter I. The output from convoluting the activation values with local lateral 
inhibition filter will be called “local inhibition activating values”. The equation of the filter I is 
shown below. 
 













e if x or yI











0.=                   (2) 
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where x and y are the distance from the center of the filter, δ controls the contrast and 
controls the width (Rolls and Milward, 2000). σ
 In the last step of the forward pass, the network transfers local inhibition activating 
values to the sigmoid function. This process tries to map the group of neurons with the highest 
local inhibition activating values to 1 and the rest of the activating neurons to 0. The sigmoid 
function used in this network is 
                                                        2 ( )




α β − −= +
                                            (3) 
where  is a threshold and β  is the slope of the graph. The valueα α  can be found by sorting all 
outputs from local inhibition activating values in increasing order, and then choosing the 
output at  percentile as  (the parameters of thκ α thκ  and β  for  each layer can be found in Table 
2) . This forces the neurons in the same layer to compete among them and selects the group of 
the highest activating neurons to become updated. If the local inhibition activating value of a 
neuron is below the percentile then the output from the sigmoid will be 0 (no chance to 
update in the next step). Otherwise, the output of the function will be between  
thκ
(0-1].      
 thκ  β  
Layer 1 92 195 
Layer 2 93 40 
Layer 3 93 75 
Layer 4 93 26 
Table 2. The parameters of thκ  and β  for each layer of FENN 
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The examples below illustrate how the parameters affect the output of the sigmoid 
function. The x-axis and y-axis represent input value, x, and the output of the sigmoid 
function. 
 
 α= 5 α= 10 α= 15 
β = 0.2 
   
β = 0.8 
   
β = 1.7 
   
 
Figure 11. The examples of sigmoid function with different parameters 
 
The results from the sigmoid function will be the final output signals for the neurons in 
that layer and the input signals for the neurons in the succeeding layer. In addition, these 




Figure 12. The summary of the signal flow in the activation process, forward computation, of 
the feature extraction network 
 
2.2.1.2b Weight Updating 
When input signals flow from the preprocessing unit to each layer of the feature extraction 
network, the network will adjust connection’s weights for learning these stimulus signals. The 
changes of the weights are based on trace rule (Rolls and Milward, 2000) which comes from 
the modification of Hebbian learning. Each time the signals are fed through a neuron, they 
make some small changes in the synapse’s weights connecting to that neuron. If the neuron is 
activated by the same feature signals at the exact time period, the connections of the neuron 
will be strengthened (weights increasing). On the other hand, if the neuron receives different 
feature signals or no activation in the neuron, the connections of neuron will be weaken 







I. Mathematic Model of Trace Rule 
 After completing processing activation computation, the neuron will begin to change 
their own connection’s weights. In this step, the trace rule will be applied to determine the 
weight for each connection. The trace rule equation is; 
   ( ) (1 ) ( ) ( 1)j j jy n y n y n= −η ⋅ +η⋅ −                                   (4) 
where ( )jy n  is the trace value at time n, is the output of neuron j and jy η  is the constant 
trace rate with the value between 0 – 1. From the equation, the new trace value ( ( )jy n ) is 
related to the current output value ( ) and the previous trace value (( )jy n ( 1jy n − ) ) in ratio 
controlling by parameterη . If the system uses η more than 0.5, the new trace value, ( )jy n , will 
change mostly based on the previous trace value, ( 1jy n )− . Vice versa, If the system uses η  
less than 0.5 the new trace value will change mostly based on the new output value, . In 
this paper, the value of  used is 0.8 which gives the new trace value change mostly based on 
the previous trace value (80% on the previous value and 20% on the current output value).  
( )jy n
η
Finally, the delta weights can be found for each connection from the new trace value, 
( )jy n , and the current output value,  by using the equation below: ( )jy n
                                     ( ) ( )ji j iw k y n y nΔ = ⋅ ⋅                                                 (5) 
, where is a delta weights value in the synaptic connection which connecting from neuron 
j to neuron i in the previous layer, k is a decay rate (for this paper, k=0.8) and 
jiwΔ
iy  is the output 
value from the connecting neuron i in the previous layer (Rolls and Milward, 2000). The delta 
weights  will increase if multiplicationjiwΔ ( )jy n  and ( )iy n  has a high value compared with 
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other neurons in the previous layer that are connected to the neuron j. Otherwise, the  will 
decrease due to decay rate, k. 
jiwΔ
 
n jy  ( 1jy n )−  ( )jy n  ( )jiw nΔ  
0 (0)jy  0 (1 ) (0)jy−η ⋅  (0) (0)j ik y y⋅ ⋅
1 (1)jy  (1 ) (0)jy−η ⋅  (1 ) (1) (0)j jy y−η ⋅ +η⋅  (1) (1)j ik y y⋅ ⋅  
2 (2)jy  (1 ) (1) (0)j jy y−η ⋅ +η⋅ (1 ) (2) (1)j jy y−η ⋅ +η⋅  (2) (2)j ik y y⋅ ⋅
3 (3)jy  (1 ) (2) (1)j jy y−η ⋅ +η⋅ (1 ) (3) (2)j jy y−η ⋅ +η⋅  (3) (3)j ik y y⋅ ⋅  
 
Table 3. The example of values of trace rule calculation in each iteration (n=1 to 3). 
 
In addition, the trace rule can produce an infinite growth of the synaptic weights (when 
neurons fire with high activating values all the time), which cannot be computed in this model 
and is unrealistic in real biological synapses. Therefore, we need a mechanism to limit the 
growths of the synaptic weights. Hence, in the final step, all the new synaptic weights 
connecting with each neuron are normalized (for each neuron) to limit the growth of the 








2.3. Back Error Propagation Network 
 2.3.1 Model of Back-Propagation Connections 
 The back propagation neural network is the last network for processing in the system. 
The main goal of this network is to classify the input images into groups. All neurons in the 
input layer of the network are connected to the fourth layer of the FENN. The input signals of 
Back-Error Propagation network (BEP) come from the output signals of the FENN’s fourth 
layer. The input layer of BEP has 32x32 neurons same as the FENN network. However, in the 
hidden layer the number of the neurons decreases to 16x16 neurons and the final layer or 
output layer has only 3x1 neurons. The structure of the synaptic connections of the BEP is 
quite different from FENN.  The BEP is fully connected with the previous layer, which means 
one neuron in higher layer has the synaptic connections with all neurons in the previous layer. 
An example of the architecture can be found below. 
 
Figure 13. The architecture of the back-error propagation network 
For the computational aspect,  BEP has two types of computation: In Forward Computation, 
the signals which flow from the first layer to the output layer, and in Backward Computation or 
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Back-Error Propagation, the signals flow from the output layer to the input layer,  In the 
Forward Computation , The signals propagate from the neurons in the input layer though the 
neurons in hidden layers and then the final layer (layer by layer). All the synaptic weights 
remain, no changes are made to the network. The forward signal-flow graph is shown below; 
 
 
Figure 14. The signal-flow graph of Forward Computation (Haykin, 165) 
 
The mathematic function for the forward computation is: 
                                                                ( ( ))j jy v nϕ=                                                       (6) 
where is the activation value for neuron j at time n and ( )jv n ( )ϕ •  is the sigmoid function, 
nonlinear function. The value  can be found from the linear combination function 
expanded in as equation (1). The sigmoid function,
( )jv n
( )ϕ • , that has been used in this system is 
described below (Haykin, 168):  
              
1( ( )) 0 ( )
1 exp( ( ))j j jj
v n a and v n
a v n
ϕ = > −∞
+ − ⋅
< < ∞            (7) 
 This sigmoid function ( )ϕ •  is similar to sigmoid function in FENN (Equation 3). The 
purpose of this function is to make output convergence to 0 and 1 faster. This sigmoid 
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function has only two parameters, input value  and constant, , for controlling sigmoid 
slope.    
( )jv n a
The Backward Computation is the computation for the signals propagating from the 
output layer to the input layer, the opposite way of the forward signals.  The backward signals 
are also called “Error Signals” (Parker, 1987) and the network uses these signals to adjust the 
synaptic weights layer by layer. The error signals can be found by comparing the actual output 
of the network with the desired output. The error signals can be found by the following 
equation. 
                                                                  
( ) ( ) ( )j j je n d n o n= −                                                    (8) 
where  is the error signal at output neuron j at time n, ( )je n jd is the desired value at neuron j 
and jo is the actual output value of the output neuron j. 
We will use these error signals values to adjust the weights for each layer. The method 
for adjusting the network is called Gradient Descent. The Gradient can be found by the 
following equation; 
     
( ) ' ( )
( )
' ( ) ( 1) 1
( ) ( ( ))





j j k kj
k
e n for neuron j in output layer Lv n
n v n n w n for neuron j in hidden layer l
ϕ
δ ϕ δ + +
⎧ ⋅⎪= ⎨ ⋅⎪⎩
∑   (9) 
and the function  is the following equation; ' ( )jϕ •
              ' ( )( ( )) ( )[1 ( )]Lj j j jv n a y n y nϕ = ⋅ −          for the neuron in the output layer    (10) 


















     for the neuron in the hidden layer   (11) 




                          ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1( 1) ( ) [ ( 1)] ( ) ( )l l l l lji ji ji j iw n w n w n n y nα ηδ
−+ = + − +                       (12) 
where η  is the learning-rate parameter and α is the momentum constant. In this system I use 























2.4. Summary of FENN Training Algorithm 
The algorithm for learning in this network can be described as the following 
procedure; 
 
Initialize_FEN_Network      //starting process of FENN 
- Initial synaptic connections between FENN Network and Preprocessor Unit with 
weights between 0-1  //make the connections between Preprocessor and FENN 
- Initial synaptic connection between each layer of FENN with weights between [0-1] 
- Normalize the synaptic weights in each neurons //prevent overflow computation 
Initialize_BEP_Network       //starting process of Back-error Propagation Network 
- Initial the synaptic connections between BEP Network and the fourth layer of FEN 
Network  //make the connections from BEP to FENN 
- Initial full synaptic connections between each layer. //make connection inside BEP 
Activate_util_at( Image, iLayer)  //activation process of FENN at iLayer 
- Preprocess Image in Proprocessor Unit   //process in Proprocessor unit first     
- For  i = 1 to iLayer     //loop activation process from 1st layer in FENN until iLayer 
- Activate(iLayer)        //do activation process at iLayer 
Train_FEN_Network_at( Image, iLayer)  //Training process of  FENN at iLayer 
- Activate_util_at(Image, iLayer)    //call Activate_until_at procedure and send Image and                       
                                                                              //iLayer as parameters 




Experiment and Result 
3.1 Cat and Dog Faces 
3.1.1 Train FENN with Cat and Dog Faces 
 The system was trained to discriminate between cat and dog faces. The system was 
trained by the database of 80 cat and 80 dog images, gray scale with 64x6 pixels. These images 
are already known that they are either cat or dog face. The system will be trained by images in 
categorical order. The examples of training images of cat category show in Figure 10 and dog 
category in Figure 11. 
  
     
Figure 10.  The examples of cat faces training category 
  
     
Figure 11.  The examples from dog faces from training category 
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In the first step, the system will randomly choose one training category for training the 
initial layer, assuming that the cat category is used for training (Figure 10). When the cat 
category is trained, the FENN will update the weights in the first layer according to trace rule 
(Equation 5). If some similar cat features from the cat images are presented continuously to 
the initial layer, the system will use the advantage of the trace rule to increase the strength 
(weights) of the synaptic connections of the initial layer. Otherwise, if the features are 
represented to the layer differently or non-continuously, the synaptic weights will be decay or 
decrease.  
When the first layer is trained by all cat images, all the weights remaining in the layer 
now correspond to the cat features. After that, the system will reset trace values in the first 
layer to 0 to start learning the new features from another category.  Next, the dog category will 
be trained to the FENN. The FENN will do the same process until all dog images are trained to 
the first layer. Now both cat and dog features are trained to the FENN. The period of this 
training with the two training categories is called “1 epoch”. 
 The first layer is trained with 100 epochs, and then the weights of the first layer’s 
connections will be frozen, or no updating weights anymore. The next step is to train the 
second layer. The second layer will use outputs from the frozen first layer as the second layer 
inputs. The procedure of training the second layer is the same as the first layer. The second 
was trained by randomly choosing one training category from the database. After training that 
category to the second layer, the trace values are reset again before being trained with another 
training category. The number of epochs for training the second layer is the same as the first 
layer, 100 epochs. After all of the images are fed to the second layer, the weight of this layer will 
be frozen with the same manner as the first layer. The process continues until the connections 
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of the fourth layer are frozen, and then the training procedure of FENN will be ended at this 
step.  
The examples below show the responding for each layer of the FENN with the training images 
from the cat and dog categories, when all the synaptic weights of the whole network are frozen.   
 
Figure 12. The example of the training image of the cat category. 
  
  
Figure 13. The output from each layer in FENN, after being tested by Figure 12. 
Red indicates the highly responding output (close to 1). Yellow indicates the medium 
responding neurons (between 0.5-0.8). Green indicates the non-responding neurons or 
responding outputs that are very low. (Top Left) The output of the first layer. (Top right) The 
output of the second layer. (Bottom left) The output of the third layer. (Bottom right) The 









Figure 15. The output from each layer in FENN, after being tested by Figure14. 
Red indicates the highly responding output (close to 1). Yellow indicates the medium 
responding neurons (between 0.5-0.8). Green indicates the non-responding neurons or 
responding outputs that are very low (top left). The output of the first layer. (Top right) The 
output of the second layer. (Bottom left) The output of the third layer. (Bottom right) The 
output for the fourth layer. 
 
 The final step of the training process is to create the most shared features for each 
category, which is called “complex features”. In this step, each of the training images was fed 
into the frozen network. Then  the highest frequency of the responding neurons in the fourth 
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layer for each training category was measured. The term, “highest frequency” is evaluated at 
the 95th percentile. Any frequency value higher than 95th percentile are recorded and compiled 
as the complex features in the respective category.  
 
Cat complex features 
 
Dog complex features 
Figure 16. The complex features (Left) for cat training category, (Right) for dog training 
category.  
 
3.1.2 Test Cat and Dog Faces with FENN  
 The system was tested by another database, called the testing database. This database 
consists of 20 images of dog faces and 20 images of cat faces. These databases are different 
from the images from the training section. Examples of the testing images are shown in Figure 
17 and Figure 18: 
  
  





Figure 18. The examples from dog faces in testing category. 
 
The FENN will be tested with the training images in the fourth layer and comparing them with 
the complex features of each category. The comparison between the example testing images 
and the complex features from each category are show in Figure 19 and Figure 20. Figure 19 
shows the cat testing image compared with cat and dog complex features. We can see that  
many outputs of this cat image match with cat complex feature and a less match of dog 
complex feature. Similarly, in the testing dog image, Figure 20, the output is more likely to 






Example testing image from the 
testing cat category 
 







Figure 19. (Top Left) The example of testing cat image chosen from testing database. (Top 
Right) The responding of the neurons in the fourth layer of the FENN with the testing cat 
image. (Bottom Left) The comparison between the responding neurons of the testing cat 
image and complex feature of the training cat category (Bottom Right). The comparison 
between the responding neurons of the testing cat image and complex feature of the training 
dog category 
*The red pixels are the correspondence between the testing image and complex features. The 
yellow pixels are the response from the test image but no response from the complex features. 





Example testing image from the testing 
dog category 
 







Figure 20. (Top Left) The example of testing dog image chosen from testing database. (Top 
Right) The responding of the neurons in the fourth layer of the FENN with the testing dog 
image. (Bottom Left) The comparison between the responding neurons of the testing dog 
image and complex feature of the training cat category (Bottom Right). The comparison 
between the responding neurons of the testing dog image and complex feature of the training 
dog category 
*The red pixels are the correspondence between the testing image and complex features. The 
yellow pixels are the response from the test image but no response from the complex features. 
The green Pixels are the missing response from the test image for the complex features.  
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In the next step, the number of responding neurons of all tested images (both cat and 
dog testing categories) which correspond with the complex features of the cat and dog training 
categories are shown. Figure 21 is the number of responded neurons to the testing cat category 
compared with both cat and dog complex features. Figure 22 shows the number of responding 
neurons to testing dog category compared with both cat and dog complex features. The y-axis 
of both graphs shows the total number of the corresponded neurons and the x-Axis shows the 
index of the testing images.  
 
Test with all the testing cat images 
 
Figure 21. The number of responded neurons of the tested 20 cat images comparing with 
complex features. (Green line) The number of corresponded neurons to the dog complex 







Test with all the testing dog images 
 
Figure 22. The number of responded neurons of 20 testing dog images comparing with 
complex features. (Green line) The number of corresponded neurons to the dog complex 
features. (Red line) The number of corresponded neurons to the cat complex features. 
 
3.1.3. Train Back Error Propagation Network 
 When the fourth layer synaptic connections are frozen, all the outputs of the fourth 
layer are presented to the Back-error propagation (BEP) neural network. The BEP network 
will initialize all synaptic connections between [-1 1] before starting any training. The 
procedure of the BEP network is totally different from the procedure of FENN. The training 
process of BEP begins with labeling all images from cat category with desired output vector [1 
0 1] and all images from dog category with desired vector [0 1 0]. The system will first 
randomly pick a training image either from the cat or dog category. The chosen image will be 
processed in the preprocessor component and the frozen FENN before reaching BEP network 
as an input. The BEP network will be trained by using back error propagation algorithm. The 
error value is calculated by comparing the actual output vector of the BEP network and desired 
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vector for that image’s category. Every time that the network is trained, the network will adjust 
the weights of synaptic connection in all layers from the output layer to the input layer layer-
by-layer. The continuous adjustment of BEP network make the BEP produce less error output 
or tend to have less error output at every epochs. The errors of BEP network are measured by 
Error-Mean-Squared value by comparing the actual output and the desired output for the 
testing images. The EMS graph is represented in Figure 23 after 100 epochs. At the end of the 
BEP training, the network will be frozen same as FENN. Now the whole network system is 
ready to categorize the testing set. The results are shown below; 
 
Figure 23. Mean-Squared Error graph of the BEP 
3.1.4 The Result of classification of cat and dog faces 
Test Images Output Vector 
Desired Cat Output Vector   [1 0 1] 
Desired Dog Output Vector [0 1 0] 
 

















 0.0129025723749382 ] 
 
Images\ Results Classify as Cat Classify as Dog Correctness % 
Cat Images 20 0 100% 
Dog Images 1 19 95% 
Table 4. Summary of Cat and Dog faces classification. (Other results can be found in 
         Appendix I) 
 
3.2.1 Car with Size Invariance 
 The procedure of the training FENN in this section is similar to the procedure of 
training cat and dog face. Except we train FENN with only one category which is car category 
with different sizes (Figure 24). Then BEP network will be trained with various sizes of car in 
background and background images (Figure 25) for making the system classify images 
with/without cars. 
   
   
 





Example of Training Set of BEP Network 
   
   
  
Figure 25. The examples of training set of car with different sizes images that used to train BEP 
Network with desired output vector [0 1 0] 
 
 
   
   
   
Figure 26. The examples of training set of background images that used to train the  BEP 
Network with desired output vector [1 0 1] 
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3.2.2 The Result of classification of Car with Size Invariance and 
Background 
 
Tested Images Output Vector  
Desired Car category [0 1 0] 


















Images\ Results Classify as Car Classify as Background Correctness % 
Car Images 14 6 70% 
Background Images 3 7 70% 







3.3.1 Car with Rotation Invariance 
 
 In this testing part, the system was trained to recognize a car with different 
orientations. The training set of FENN shows in Figure 27 and the training sets of BEP show in 
Figure 26 and Figure 28. 
  
  
   
Figure 27. The training set of FENN for rotation invariance 
   
   
   
Figure 28. The training set of BEP for rotation invariance 
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Tested Image Output Vector  
Desired Car category [0 1 0] 
Desired Background category 



















Images\ Results Classify as Car Classify as Background Correctness % 
Car Images 11 1 90.9% 
Background Images 3 7 70% 





3.4.1 Car with Position Invariance 
 
 In this testing part, the system was trained to recognize a car with different position. 
The training set of FENN shows in Figure 29. 
   
   
   
Figure 29. The training set of FENN for translation invariance 
3.4.2 The Result of classification of Car with Translation Invariance 
and Background 
 
Tested Image Output Vector  
Desired Car category [0 1 0] 




















Images\ Results Classify as Car Classify as Background Correctness % 
Car Images 8 12 40% 
Background Images 5 5 50% 
Table 7. Summary of Car with size invariance classification. (Other results can be found in 
Appendix IV) 
 
3.5.1 Car with all Invariance 
 In this testing part, the system was trained to recognize a car with different 
orientations and scales. The training set of FENN shows in Figure 24 and Figure 27 for scale 
invariance and rotation invariance respectively. The training sets of BEP show in Figure 25, 
Figure 26 and Figure 28 
 
3.5.2 The Result of classification of Car with Rotation Invariance, Size 
Invariance, Position Invariance and Background 
 
Tested Image Output Vector  
Desired Car category [0 1 0] 
Desired Background category 






































Images\ Results Classify as Car Classify as Background Correctness % 
Car Images 31 10 75.6% 
Background Images 6 5 45% 
Table 8. Summary of Car with all in variances classification. (Other results can be found in 
Appendix V) 
 
3.6 Results from Integrated with a Biologically Inspired Focus of 
Attention Model System. 
In the last part of this chapter, this system was integrated with another vision 
recognition system, a biologically inspired focus of attention model by Daniel Harris (Harris, 
2007) and it extends the ability to recognize cars from video files and to find the object’ 
positions in the scenes. Harris’s system extracts interesting areas from video stream such as 
road signs, peoples, animals and cars. The system is a blind extracting system, it doesn’t know 
“what” the objects are. It only knows “where” the objects are in the scene. Therefore, the 
integration of Harris’ system to this system will further maximize the function of this system 
by recognizing both the “what” and “where” of the objects.     
 
Figure 30. The example frame before extracting interesting area by Harris’s system. 
   The system was trained by using the same dataset and method as section 3.2 in both FENN 
and BEP networks. After completed training the system was tested by segmentation of the area 
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from Harris’s system. The results of interesting areas extracting by Harris’s system (left) and 
the final classification vector by Biologically Inspired Object Categorization system (right). 
 
Tested Image Output Vector  
Desired Car category [0 1 0] 
Desired Background category 















Images\ Results Classify as Car Classify as Background Correctness % 
Car Images 5 0 100% 
Background Images 0 4 100% 









Chapter 4  
Conclusion and Future Work 
This system shows an ability of the biologically inspired system that can classify the 
real world images into correct categories, even the images has a wide range of features. The cat 
and dog faces are an example of the wide range of features:  different textures of fur, various 
shapes of face and numerous positions of eyes, ears and mouths. The system applies the 
features extraction algorithm to find the common features among the same categories and 
discriminate features between the two categories and finally categorizes by using the BEP 
network. The results are 100% accurate for categorizing cat faces and 95% for dog faces. 
The next experiment of car detection is another challenging task to answer the 
question, “car” or “no car”. The system has to detect the car with a variety of sizes, positions 
and orientations in the urban scene. Moreover, the scenes are also very complex and have 
wider range of unknown features of buildings, trees, road and etc, In other words, an infinite 
features would have to be recognized. However, the system still gives satisfying results about 
70% correct classification for size and rotation testing although there is a failure in translation 
invariance problem, with an unacceptable testing result of 40 % in two categories classification.  
The future work for this system is to create a powerful preprocessing unit which can extract 
useful information from image scenes and ignore other non-related features. One of the 
prominent methods is by replacing Gabor filter with a dynamic filter such as sparse coding. 
The coding extracts features by finding correlation among images and provides more 
information to be used in the preprocessor unit.  For FENN unit, the trace rule, which is used 
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as the main feature extraction algorithm, requires long period of training. The alternative way 
to replace the algorithm can be used with some simple calculation methods such as finding 
Mode (statistical method) among the training images. Then, the highest frequency features 
that can be found over the FENN layer are selected to be compare with each testing image. 
The reason that I suggest this method because I found that trace rule is quite similar to the 
Mode method. The classifier network, the BEP network, is the last one that should be 
improved by replacing BEP Network with other high efficient methods. ID3 is one of the most 
powerful methods for classification. I believe that if we use these methods the system will give 
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I. Final Result from the Entire Network 
 
 
Test Images Output Vector 
Desired Cat Output Vector   [1 0 1] 







[ 0.808654146731156  
0.193775062928928 




 0.88715233725468 ] 
 
[ 0.61120983255391 
 0.378319305889044  
0.596072604662254 ] 
 








[ 0.800949464100721  
0.189424785303809 


























 0.945168069775808 ] 
 
[ 0.781142915677912  
0.205900929331994 






















[ 0.892136581422431  
0.118404150960165 





















































































* Wrong classification 
 
II. The Result of classification of Car with Size Invariance and 
Background 
 
Tested Images Output Vector  













































 0.696127264688027  
0.33710975038331 ] 
 






















[ 0.357089647115802  
0.574296270112855 
 0.407984312069148 ]* 
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 * Wrong classification 








Tested Image Output Vector  




















 0.600097386973011 ] 
 















 0.97968622693141  
0.0210074046873114 ]* 
 




* Wrong classification 
 
 




Tested Image Output Vector  
Desired Car category [0 1 0] 
Desired Background category 



























































































* Wrong classification 
 
 
IV. The Result of classification of Car with Rotation Invariance and 
Background 
 
Tested Image Output Vector  
Desired Car category [0 1 0] 
Desired Background category [1 0 1] 
 
[ 0.93809547711034  
0.0474754906966281 






























 0.513285673422889 ]* 
 
[ 0.287889581633636  
0.772321002316476 
 0.196664044478897 ] 
 
[ 0.265099130280461  
0.682502518595896 






[ 0.958388897173143  
0.036200888313689 












[ 0.960062952592248  
0.036190917932732 
 0.958147526664518 ]* 
 
[ 0.548788916077176  
0.489155246231544 














[ 0.869400130394601  
0.214410919635317 
 0.88761523419661 ]* 
 
[ 0.866981151456251  
0.123257373191556 








[ 0.562380952256314  
0.405799115349338 














[ 0.613304970609328  
0.373686453727447 














 0.010177612115304 ]* 
 






V. The Result of classification of Car with Rotation Invariance, Size 
Invariance, Position Invariance and Background 
 
Tested Image Output Vector  
Desired Car category [0 1 0] 
Desired Background category 







































































































































































































































VI. The Result from a biologically inspired focus of attention model 
Tested Image Output Vector  
Desired Car category [0 1 0] 







[ 0.0224480923615948  
0.97880200615921 






















 0.617099 ] 
 
[0.694197  
0.019668  
0.558695 ] 
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